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Certification of electronic voting is currently fraudulent

**Hey Missourians, we need to fix a truly destructive problem with our elections – they’re not free or fair**

August 5, 2016—In another week, Missouri verification boards across the state will begin meeting to certify the August 2, 2016 election results.

However, troubling facts are emerging, like every Republican incumbent won. This is essentially statistically impossible in the current anti-incumbency fervor. In one race, one of the candidate’s reported total went down overnight by more than 600 votes. This cannot happen in a system that by [federal statute](#) is limited to no more than 1 error in 500,000 votes. So, who is fixing our elections and what do we do about it?

In addition, it was just discovered yesterday that a “man-in-the-middle” information technology vendor to the state, NTT DATA INC. (listed at NIT DATA INC in the purchasing database) is a huge Japanese globalist firm owned by Nippon Telephone and Telegraph – Japan’s AT&T. Nowhere in state disclosures do we find a conflicts of interest disclosure much less concern that we are risking our sovereign elections and data to globalist foreign interests.

**Paper ballot counting seems fair and meticulous**

Missouri laws on [counting paper ballots](#) and write-ins seem fair, meticulous and fully auditable. However, the opposite is true for electronic voting.
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Electronic voting cannot be certified

Currently, Missouri electronic voting cannot be certified or verified because election judges do not and/or cannot verify with anything other than blind faith that the votes reported on the printout accurately reflect the votes actually cast on the machines.

Section 115.477.1 (2) of the Missouri statute “Ballots, procedure for counting (electronic voting)” describes the un-auditable blind faith:

“The automatic tabulating equipment shall produce a return showing the total number of votes cast for each candidate and on each question at each polling place and in the jurisdiction as a whole.”

That’s it. The election judges then merely certify whatever the machine printed out! They are not certifying actual votes, but rather whatever the machine’s computer magically printed out. If the printout is fraudulently tallied by the machine’s software, then the certification will be fraudulent.

Certifying blind faith in technology

Missouri electronic voting certification statutes worship at the feet of blind faith in unseen computer programmers. It assumes that these programmers are 100% honest and trustworthy.

In an age where Facebook’s Mark Zuckerberg prides himself on being a “hacker” and calls people who trusted him “dumb f**ks”, Missouri’s statute on electronic voting seems woefully naïve.

Missouri’s election cannot be certified

Bottom line, the Missouri voting statute is unconstitutional because it fails to protect the vote from electronic tampering. Without free and fair elections, America is lost. The Missouri statute does not apply the same meticulous standards used for double-checking paper ballots to electronic tabulations.

Election judges and verification boards are made fraudsters by the statute

The statute is also making election judges and verification boards fraudsters since there is currently no process used to certify the vote totals streaming out of electronic voting machines. Missouri might as well ask Tweedle Dum and Tweedle Dee to do the certifications.
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Programmers who rig voting machines must really have a good laugh watching Missouri election judges certify their fabricated totals. See Hacking Democracy.

**Blind faith is not a legal standard for Missouri vote certifications & verifications**

Any Missouri election that cannot go back and count physical ballots cannot be certified.

**Missouri’s globalist information technology vendors**

Then, what is it with these globalist information technology vendors like NTT DATA INC who write openly about “liberating” our data from the shackles of privacy and security and feeding it to their cronies offshore?

**Why weren’t we told about the Japanese mega vendors lurking in the shadows?**

NTT is known to be tightly aligned with George Soros, The IBM Eclipse Foundation, Barack Obama, Bill & Hillary Clinton, NSA warrantless surveillance, The Clinton Foundation and the globalist proponents of “A New World Order”—on both sides of the isle.

Seems like our Missouri state officials are selling us out even without fixing our elections. Did you get the memo? Neither did I, at least not until a few days ago.

It is time for Missourians to rise up, take back our government, and ensure that our elections are truly fair and bi-partisan.

Have a nice weekend.